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family names were only adopted around 1813

EMANUEL SALOMON MANDELBAUM (A)
broker + cloth trader in Schopfloch
born 16 Jul 1776 Schopfloch, died 7 Oct 1858 Schopfloch
parents = ?

married ca 1802

GUTELE
born 7 Apr 1771 (where ?), died 18 Jun 1847
parents = ?

SO FAR KNOWN CHILD (born in Schopfloch):

(01) MERLA 10 Feb 1804 - 09 Aug 1853 (died in Schopfloch) married 19 Jan 1831
Herz Abraham Toeplitz from Schopfloch
cattle dealer in Schopfloch
24 Feb 1774 - 04 Oct 1855 (died in Schopfloch)
parents = Abraham Toeplitz + wife Hana

Herz Abraham Toeplitz was first married (since before 1808) to
Sprinz Mandelbaum
02 May 1781 - 19 Jun 1829 (died in Schopfloch)
Sprinz Mandelbaum might have been a sister of
Emanuel Salomon Mandelbaum ?

(A) Emanuel had a sister Minkel Mandelbaum (09 Jan 1774 - 15 Jun 1855),
she lived as an unmarried servant in Schopfloch

FURTHER MANDELBAUMS IN SCHOPFLOCH

ISAK MANDELBAUM ? - ?

JANTOF LOEW MANDELBAUM (called JAKOB) born 4 Apr 1813 in Feuchtwangen
parents = Josef Mandelbaum + wife Pesla
settled 1845 in Schopfloch as master glazier
married 15 Sep 1845
Rosa Klein born January 1813 in Breinersdorf
parents = Gerson Baer Klein + wife Jachet